Evolution of depression during rehabilitation program in patients with cardiovascular diseases.
Cardiovascular diseases represent the main cause of death in the world. Rehabilitation through exercise is more and more used in cardiac patients. Given that these patients suffer from depressive symptoms, the risk of having recurrent cardiovascular problems increases. Thus, the aim of this study is to identify the effects of a rehabilitation program on the physiological and psychological parameters; with a particular attention on the depression scores between the scales. Twenty-eight cardiac patients participated in this study during a cardiovascular rehabilitation program. They are tested at their entry and at their exit with an evaluation of their physical fitness on an electromagnetic cycle ergometer and by four depression scales (Beck Depression Inventory, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), Center for Epidemiologic Studies - Depression and Geriatric Depression Screening). We observe that 21.4-50% of these patients have depressive symptoms, according to depression scales. The women have depression scores significantly higher than the men. The rehabilitation program improves their maximal oxygen consumption and their maximal aerobic power. At the end of the rehabilitation program, our analysis identifies a significant decrease in the depression score for the HADS. Regardless of the physical deconditioning level and of the improvement of the maximal oxygen consumption, our results show an effect of the rehabilitation program on the depression scores. No correlation between the physical deconditioning and the different depression scores is observed. This study shows the importance of measuring depression and its severity to improve the care of patients. Our findings show that between 21.4% and 50% of patients have depressive symptoms which challenges the categorical approach of the self-report depression scales. Implications for rehabilitation Depression and cardiovascular diseases have an impact on the patients' physical fitness. The rehabilitation program, primarily based around exercise, reduces depressive symptoms. As soon as cardiovascular diseases patients enter in a rehabilitation program, the depression should be measured by a psychologist. Taking into account the depressive symptoms of the patients as soon as their cardiac event occurs makes it possible to improve the care of patients.